SOUTHERN REGION – LONG ISLAND - BOARD OF REVIEW 
MEETING MINUTES
NOVEMBER 10, 2022

FIRST HEARING

IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2022-0247
THE PETITIONER IS PETER NESFIELD- ARCHITECT
MOTION: GRANTED W/CONDITIONS

Vote:
   AYE   ROBERT PETERSON, CHAIRMAN
   AYE   ANDREW HAIMES
   ABSENT PEY-LIN NEE
   AYE   ERIKA SCHAUB

NOTES:

SECOND HEARING

IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2022-0258
THE PETITIONER IS SCOTT SABETY- OWNER
MOTION: GRANTED W/CONDITIONS

Vote:
   AYE   ROBERT PETERSON, CHAIRMAN
   AYE   ANDREW HAIMES
   ABSENT PEY-LIN NEE
   AYE   ERIKA SCHAUB

NOTES:

THIRD HEARING

IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2022-0400
THE PETITIONER IS MARK ANTHONY MUNISTERI - ARCHITECT
MOTION: GRANTED W/CONDITIONS

Vote:
   AYE   ROBERT PETERSON, CHAIRMAN
   AYE   ANDREW HAIMES
   ABSENT PEY-LIN NEE
   AYE   ERIKA SCHAUB

NOTES: